The High-dimensional Congruent Subset (HCS) is a new method for finding outliers in high-dimensional datasets. HCS is supported by FastHCS, a fast, rotation equivariant algorithm which we also detail. Both an extensive simulation study and three real data applications show that FastHCS performs better than its competitors.
that there exist q < p : q j=1 Λ Λ Λ jj >> p j=q+1 Λ Λ Λ jj . Furthermore, we will denote the sample estimate of Π Π Π (resp. µ µ µ) as P P P (resp. t t t) and the sub-matrix formed of the first q columns of Π Π Π (P P P ) as Π Π Π q (P P P q ). Then, || i || is the orthogonal distance of x x x i to the subspace spanned by the columns of Π Π Π q . Finally, X X X; the data matrix, is a collection of n p-vectors x x x i , at least h = (n + q + 1)/2 of which are well fitted by Model (1.1) and the remainder which are the outliers.
In this article we introduce FastHCS, a new procedure for fitting the parameters of Model (1.1) when p is large (potentially even larger than n) and the data may contain outliers. We also detail FastHCS, a fast algorithm for computing it. FastHCS returns (P P P q , t t t), each estimating the corresponding parameters of Model (1.1), as well as {OD(x x x i , t t t, P P P q )} n i=1 , an outlyingness index derived from them and measuring how much each observation departs from the multivariate pattern of the bulk of the data. The FastHCS algorithm is rotation equivariant (meaning that the outlyingness ranking of the observations is not affected by rotations of the data) and can be computed efficiently for large values of p and n.
For easier configurations of outliers, we find that FastHCS and state of the art outlier detection algorithms yield similar results. When considering more difficult cases however, we find that the procedure we propose yields much better outcomes. In the next section we motivate and define the HCS outlyingness index and the FastHCS algorithm. Then, in Section 3 we compare FasHCS to several competitors on synthetic data. Finally, in Section 4 we demonstrate the use of FastHCS on three real data examples.
The FastHCS outlyingness index.
2.1. Motivation. Given a sample of high-dimensional, potentially contaminated data, the goal of FastHCS is to reveal the outliers. It is well known that this problem is also equivalent to that of finding a fit of Model (1.1) close to the one we would have found without the outliers. Indeed, in order to ensure that their orthogonal distances to the fitted model reveals them, it is necessary to prevent the outliers from pulling the fit in their direction. Other rotation equivariant algorithms with this objective are ROBPCA (Hubert et al., 2005) , Projection Pursuit PCA (PcaPP) (Croux and Ruiz-Gazen, 2005) and Spherical PCA (PcaL) (Locantore et al., 1999) .
However, in tests and real data examples, we often find situations where the outliers completely sway the fit found by ROBPCA, PcaL and PcaPP, yielding models that do not correctly describe the multivariate pattern of the bulk of the data. Consider the following example. We generated 100 data points x x x i ∈ R 50 , 80 of which come from Model (1.1) with diagonal covariance matrix Σ Σ Σ and diagonal entries (34, 21, 13, . . .) up to Σ Σ Σ 8,8 = 1 and (0.1, . . . , 0.01) for the last 42 entries, so that in this case q = 8. The 20 remaining data points come from a concentrated cluster of observations, shifted from the main group along the subspace spanned by the qth column of Σ Σ Σ. The four panels in Figure 1 depict the first and qth coordinates of the data matrix (the darker blue dots show the members of main group of 80 observations). The orange, solid ellipses in the first three panels depict the location vectors and scatter matrices fitted by ROBPCA (upper left), PcaPP (lower left) and PcaL (upper right). All three were computed using the R package rrcov (Todorov and Filzmoser, 2009 ) with default parameters, except the number of estimated components, q (called k in the rrcov implementation), which we set to 8 and the robustness parameter alpha for ROBPCA which we set to 0.5, the value yielding maximum robustness. In this example, the fits found by ROBPCA, PcaL and PcaPP do not adequately describe, in the sense of Model (1.1), any subset of the data. In effect, the fit found by these algorithms tries to accommodate the multivariate pattern of the outliers instead of focusing on that governing the distribution of the principal cluster in the data. In particular, the fitted centers of symmetry (orange stars)
are not located in areas of high data density, and the fitted ellipses appear visually distinct from the shape of the density contours (drawn as a dashed, dark blue ellipse) governing the distribution of the bulk of the data. Remarkably, the outliers pull these fits so much in their direction that they no longer stand out in terms of their fitted orthogonal distances to them. Consequently, diagnostic tools based on these fits cannot be depended upon to reliably expose the outliers.
FastHCS fits the parameters of Model (1.1) using only a subset of the original data. This subset is selected among a large collection of random subsets according to a criterion. As criterion, FastHCS uses a new measure characterizing the degree of spatial cohesion of a cloud of points which we call the I-index. As we argue below, the main advantage of the I-index lies in its insensitivity to the spatial configuration of the outliers and this makes the FastHCS fit as well as the the outlyingness index derived from it more reliable.
Outlines of FastHCS.
FastHCS adapts the approach used by FastPCS, a multivariate index of outlyingness of a cloud of points introduced in Vakili and Schmitt (2014) , to the high-dimensional setting by computing it on many random projections of the original data onto low rank subspaces.
Given q, the algorithm starts by drawing M q random subsets ('(q + 1)-subsets') each of size parameters (K and M q ) but for clarity, these are not discussed in detail until Section 2.4.
Below we introduce some additional notations we will use in the rest of the paper.
Like ROBPCA, FastHCS begins by computing the SVD decomposition of the original data:
with r ≤ min(n, p), creating a new rank r data matrix Z Z Z with rows z z z i , i = 1, . . . , n
This initial step has two properties. Firstly, it ensures that the overall algorithm is rotation equivariant. Secondly, it entails no loss of information or robustness, since it merely reexpresses the data in its own dimensionality.
Given a (q + 1)-subset of indexes H m 0 , we will write the SVD decomposition of the observations corresponding to its members as:
From this, we compute the matrix S S S m with rows s s s m i , 1, . . . , n defined as:
The matrix S S S m is a rank q (or lower than q if the members of H m 0 happen to lie on a subspace) approximation of Z Z Z.
2.3.
Computing the FastHCS Congruence Index. In this section, we detail the computation of the I-index for a given matrix S S S m and an h-subset H m . Denoting A A A mk a q × q matrix formed of q rows from S S S m (we detail below how we pick these q rows) and a a a mk a vector such that {a a a mk : (A A A mk ) a a a mk = 1 1 1 q } (the subscript k indexing these a a a mk 's will be used later on), 
with the convention that log(0/0) := 0. This index is always positive and will take a small , where the description of the behavior of the I-index used by FastPCS describes that of the rank reduced I-index used in FastHCS as well, provided that the p-vectors of observations x x x i are replaced by the q-vectors of transformed data s s s m i . Crucially, the I-index characterizes a cohesive h-subset of observations independently of the spatial configuration of the outliers. For example, this is illustrated in the fourth quadrant of Figure 1 , where the fit found by FastHCS is not unduly attracted by members of the smaller cluster of concentrated data-points. Note that the finite sample breakdown point of PCS itself has been derived in .
In Sections 3 and 4, we show that the new characterization we propose allows FastHCS to reliably reveal the outliers, including in many situations where competing algorithms fail to do so. First though, the following section details the FastHCS algorithm.
2.4. A Fast Algorithm for the HCS. In this section, we discuss the main steps of the FastHCS algorithm. Throughout, M q will denote the number of starting (q + 1)-subsets.
Given a n × p matrix X X X, Algorithm (2.4) returns an optimal subset H * corresponding to the H m with the smallest I-index. Then, given H * , we get the the so-called raw FastHCS estimates (P P P * q , t t t * ) by fitting the parameters of Model (1.1) to the h observations with indexes in H * :
FastHCS uses many random (q + 1)-subsets as starting points. The number of these initial (q + 1)-subsets, M q , must be large enough to ensure that at least one of them is uncontaminated. Then, for each starting (q + 1)-subset, the computational complexity scales as (q + 1) (when w = 0) to h = (n + q + 1)/2 in W steps. This improves the robustness of the algorithm when outliers are close to the good data. We find that increasing W does not improve performance much if W is greater than 5, so we use W = 5 as default.
Empirically also, we find that small values for K, the number of elements ofB K (H m ), is sufficient to achieve good results and that we do not gain much by increasing K above 25, so we set K = 25 as the default (this is the value we use throughout this paper). That such a small number of random projections suffice to reliably identify the outliers is remarkable. This is because FastHCS uses projections along directions generated by (q + 1)-subsets of H m rather than, say, indiscriminately from among the entire set of observations. Our choice always ensures a wider spread of directions when H m is uncontaminated and this yields better results.
b: for w = 1 to W do:
Then, in order to improve the accuracy of the algorithm in small, less severely contaminated samples, we add a so-called re-weighting step to FastHCS. In essence, given an optimal h-subset H * , we get the final value of the parameters by fitting Model (1.1) to the members of a larger subset of observations H + * itself derived from H * . The objective is to allow those data points that are close enough to the raw fit to also contribute to the final fit. The motivation is that, typically, H + * will encompass a greater share of the uncontaminated data than H * . To select the members of H + * , we use the orthogonal distance of each observation to the hyperplane spanning the columns of P P P * q : OD(x x x i , t t t * , P P P * q ) = ||x x x i − t t t * − (x x x i − t t t * )P P P * q (P P P * q ) || (2.5) and the members of H + * are the indexes of those data points satisfying:
As in ROBPCA, the cut-off in Equation (2.6) comes from the Wilson-Hilferty transformation of the orthogonal distances into approximately normally distributed random variables:
where χ 2 (h−1)/n is the (h − 1)/n quantile of the χ 2 distribution with one degree of freedom.
Finally, the FastHCS fit of the parameters are the entries (P P P q , t t t) obtained as:
and the FastHCS outlyingness index is the vector of values of OD(x x x i , t t t, P P P q ). As an additional output, FastHCS also produces an n-vector of so-called score distances:
where L L L q is the rank q diagonal matrix with i th , 1 i q, entry:
and (P P P q ) ·j denotes the jth column of P P P q .
The vector of orthogonal distance {OD(x x x i , t t t, P P P q )} (Hubert et al., 2005) , a standard diagnostic tool in the context of variance decomposition models.
3. Empirical Comparison: Simulation Study. In this section we evaluate the behaviour of FastHCS quantitatively and contrast its performance to that of the ROBPCA, PcaPP and PcaL algorithms. The last three were computed using the R package rrcov with default settings except for the robustness parameter alpha for ROBPCA which we set to 0.5, the value yielding maximum robustness and the value of k which we set to q for all the algorithms. Our evaluation criteria is the (finite sample) bias, a quantitative measure of robustness of a fit.
3.1. Finite sample bias. Given a central, elliptical model E p and an arbitrary distribution F c (the index c stands for contamination), consider the ε-contaminated model
The (finite sample) bias measures the difference between P P P q and Π Π Π q . For a rotation equivariant estimator of Π Π Π q , all the information about the bias is contained in the matrix G G G q = P P P q Π Π Π q , or equivalently its condition number (Yohai and Maronna, 1990) :
where λ 1 (λ q ) are the largest (qth) eigenvalues of G G G q (to ensure that G G G q 0 we use the convention, also used in rrcov package, of flipping the sign of P P P q such that its largestmagnitude entry is positive). Evaluating the maximum bias of P P P q is an empirical matter: for a given sample, it depends on the dimensionality of the data, the rate of contamination by outliers and the distance separating the those from the good part of the data. Finally, the bias also depends on the spatial configuration of the outliers (the choice of F c ). Fortunately, all the algorithms we compare are rotation equivariant, meaning that their behaviour is not affected by the off-diagonal entries of Σ Σ Σ u , so that w.l.o.g. we can focus on configurations where Σ Σ Σ u is diagonal. Furthermore, since the effect of contamination will be most harmful when the contaminating observation belongs to the subspace spanned by Π Π Π ⊥ q (the orthogonal complement of Π Π Π q ) we can concentrate our tests on the much smaller class of configurations of outliers that satisfy these conditions. 3.2. Outlier configurations. We generate many contaminated data sets X X X ε of size n with X X X ε = X X X u ∪ X X X c where X X X u and X X X c are, respectively, the contaminated and uncontaminated part of the sample. The bias depends on the distance between the outliers and the genuine observations which we will index by
(where χ 2 0.99,p denotes the 99th percentile of the χ 2 distribution with p degrees of freedom). We also have to select a suitable form for the diagonal entries of Σ Σ Σ u . To facilitate comparison, we focus on two choices that are popular in the literature on rotation equivariant outlier detection methods:
the values of the diagonal elements slowly decrease from the first to the qth, and then drop sharply. More precisely, the values of the diagonal elements of Σ Σ Σ u are 20(1 + (1 − j + q)/2), j = 1, . . . , q and p −1 (p − j + 1) + 1, j = q + 1, . . . , p. This is a generalization to arbitrary values of q of the parametrization used in (Maronna , 2005 ).
• D D D H : the values of the first q elements of the diagonal of Σ Σ Σ u decrease exponentially and do not drop abruptly before the remaining, smaller, entries. More precisely, the first q entries of the diagonal of Σ Σ Σ u are the first q Fibonacci numbers and the entries q+1, . . . , p are linearly decreasing as (0.1, . . . , 0.001). This is a generalization to arbitrary values of q of to the parametrization used in (Hubert et al., 2005) .
Then, given Σ Σ Σ u , the worst-case configurations (those causing the largest bias) of outliers are known. In increasing order of difficulty these are:
• Shift configuration: If we constrain the adversary to (a)
at a distance ν of X X X u , then, to maximize the bias, the adversary will set Σ Σ Σ c = Σ Σ Σ u (Theorem 1 in (Rocke and Woodruff, 1996) ) and µ µ µ c in order to satisfy (b). Intuitively, this makes the components of the mixture the least distinguishable from one another.
• Point-mass configuration: If we omit the constraint (a) above but keep (b), the adversary will concentrate all the outliers around a single point at a distance ν from X X X u (Theorem 2 in (Rocke and Woodruff, 1996) ).
3.3. Simulation parameters. For the shift (point) configuration we generated the outliers
Σ Σ Σ u ) and set µ µ µ c so that Equation (3.1) is satisfied.
The complete list of simulation parameters follows:
• p ∈ {100, 400}, q ∈ {5, 10, 15} and n = 200,
• The rate of contamination, ε, is one of {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4},
• The configuration of the outliers is either shift or point,
• The distance ν separating the outliers from the genuine observations is one of ν = {1, . . . , 10},
• The number of initial (q + 1)-subsets M q is given by:
, with ε 0 = 0.4 so that the probability of getting at least one uncontaminated starting subset is always at least 99%.
In Figures 2 to 5, we display the bias curves as lattice plots (Deepayan, 2008) for discrete combinations of p, q and ε. In all cases, we expect the outlier detection problem to become monotonically harder as we increase p and ε, so little information will be lost by considering a discrete grid of a few values for these parameters. The configurations also depend on the distance separating the data from the outliers. Here, the effects of ν on the bias are harder to foresee: clearly nearby outliers will be harder to detect but misclassified, distant outliers will increase the bias more. Therefore, we will test the algorithms for many values (and chart the results as a function) of ν. For each algorithm, a solid colored line will depict the median, and a dotted line (of the same color) the 75th percentile of Bias(P P P q ). Each figure is based on 12000 simulations. values, although PcaL obtains better results under point mass, and PcaPP slightly worse ones. The fit found by PcaPP has consistently lower bias than than found by PcaL when the configuration is of the shift variety. In contrast, under point mass contamination the Bias(P P P q )
curves of PcaPP and PcaL are roughly of the same magnitude when q 10, but with PcaL slightly outperforming PcaPP. The performance of ROBPCA is substantially better than the previous two algorithms. In this setting we find that the bias curves associated with the ROBPCA fit are significantly higher for low values of ν, where the outliers are harder to distinguish from the majority of the data. However, the Bias(P P P q ) curves associated with ROBPCA quickly re-descend as we consider higher values of ν. Although the performance of ROBPCA is generally good in this setting, it tends to be weaker in the presence of concentrated outliers, and also in situations where the rate of contamination of the sample (ε) is larger. In contrast, throughout all the panels of Figure 2 , we see that the fit found by FastHCS consistently has a low and flat Bias(P P P q ) curve irrespective of the rate of contamination and the dimensionality of the data set, as well as the spatial configuration or the degree of separation of the outliers.
In Figure 3 we repeat the previous experiment, but this time using the D D D H diagonal instead. As we saw with the D D D M diagonal, the performance of PcaPP remains consistently superior to that of PcaL for shift contamination, while for point mass contamination, PcaPP and PcaL alternately outperform one another. Compared to the D D D M diagonal, the Bias(P P P q ) curves of both algorithms tend to be somewhat lower. Rather the opposite is true of ROBPCA, where the pattern of higher values of ν being associated with higher bias curves remains. In fact, when q = 15, regardless of the outlier configuration we even observe that the Bias(P P P q ) curves corresponding to the fit found by ROBPCA do not re-descend, even for for the larger values of ν we considered. ROBPCA also yields the most biased fit of the algorithms at vari- ous values of ν for many of the plots in Figure 3 . Remarkably, we find that in this setting too, FastHCS is not affected by the degree of the separation or the spatial configuration of the outliers as it maintains low and flat Bias(P P P q ) curves throughout all settings we considered in We next consider the high dimensional case of p > n. Finally, in Figure 5 we examine the results when the p > n and when we set the diagonal of
Between q = 5 and when ε 0.2 and q = 10, PcaPP and PcaL trade places as the algorithm producing the fits with the largest biases. However, in subsequent settings, we find that the bias curve associated with the ROBPCA fit increases markedly, even becoming the highest for some or all values of ν. We see that as in all of the previous cases, the bias curves corresponding to the PcaPP and PcaL fits do not re-descend within the range of values of ν we considered, while those corresponding to the ROBPCA fits do so for q 10, and for q = 15 when ε 0.2 for point mass (and ε 0.3 for shift) outliers. On the other hand, the bias curves corresponding to the ROBPCA fit also do not re-descend at all over the values of ν we considered when q = 15 and ε is large. In this situation too, we see that the fits found by FastHCS have low, flat Bias(P P P q ) curves when shift contamination is present. When there is point mass contamination and ε 0.2, some bias is visible for low values of ν, but the Bias(P P P q ) curves quickly re-descend as we increase the separation between the genuine data and the outliers.
In this note we focused on configurations of outliers that are worst cases for all the algorithms we compared, so as to to give a sense of the maximum bias that each of these methods can be expected to incur. Considering the results overall, we see that PcaPP and PcaL tend to produce the most biased fits amongst the algorithms we considered. The bias curves for these two algorithms do not exhibit any re-descending behavior in the settings we considered and generally remain high, even when we consider cases where the outliers are well separated from the genuine observations. Furthermore, the bias curves corresponding to the fit found by these two algorithms does not vary much across the configurations we considered in our tests. While PcaPP tends to perform slightly better overall, we find that in the presence of point-mass, PcaL sometimes achieves better results. ROBPCA produces markedly better results than the previous two algorithms in cases where the diagonal of Σ Σ Σ u falls abruptly between it's qth and (q + 1)th entry (corresponding to the D D D M diagonal).
However, in the seemingly more difficult situation where diagonal entry of Σ Σ Σ u transitions smoothly between its noise and signal components (as in the D D D H diagonal), we find that the bias curve corresponding to the fits found by ROBPCA remains high for large stretches of values of ν, especially when the rate of contamination of the sample is high. In contrast, throughout the settings we considered, FastHCS distinguishes itself by with bias curves that are not only lower than those of the other algorithms but also much more stable, being essentially unaffected by the choice of the parametrization for the diagonal entries of Σ Σ Σ u , the rate of contamination of the sample, the degree of separation between the outlier and the genuine observations, the extent to which the outliers are spatially concentrated, the value of p and the choice of q. To wit, we also observe that the bias curves corresponding to the fit found by FastHCS are also less variable: throughout the adversary configurations we considered, the 75th percentile of the bias corresponding to the FastHCS fit is typically closer to the median bias than is the case for the other algorithms. This result, repeated over many settings designed to be worst case, leads us to the conclusion that FastHCS is more robust, reliably returning fits that are very close to the ones we would have found without the outliers, including in many situations where the other methods fail to do so.
Empirical Comparison: Case Studies.
In the previous section, we compared
FastHCS to three state of the art outlier detection algorithms in situations that were designed to be as challenging as possible for rotation equivariant procedures. In this section, we will also compare FastHCS to ROBPCA, PcaPP and PcaL, but this time using three real data examples. We selected these three case studies because in each the observations in the data can be separated into two distinct classes from which we construct a majority and an outlier group. For all estimators, we set q, the number of estimated components, to a high value (subject to computational constraints) so that for all the algorithms, we always obtain the best outlier detection performance. The implementations of ROBPCA, PcaPP and PcaL we use do not have an option to set the seed, but to ensure reproducibility of the results for FastHCS, we ran our implementation of the algorithm with the option seed=1. Furthermore, we include all three data sets used in this section in the FastHCS package.
Each of the four algorithms produces an n-vector of O.D., or orthogonal distances, computed as in Equation (2.5), but using the parameters (P P P q , t t t) fitted by each algorithm. Each the PCA context, they correspond to data points that are not well fitted by the model. In addition, each algorithm also returns an n-vector of score distance, or S.D., computed as in Equation (2.8). These outputs are combined to produce the usual PCA diagnostic plot associated with each of these fits. To facilitate the visual comparison between the diagnostic plots returned by the different methods, we will display, the scaled (or standardized) PCA outlier map, which consists, for each algorithm, of a scatter-plot of the n-vector of orthogonal distances (returned by each algorithm) scaled by their respective cut-off values:
OD(x x x i , t t t, P P P q ) = OD(x x x i , t t t, P P P q ) c 3/2 h against the n-vector of score distances scaled by their respective cut-off values: SD(x x x i , t t t, P P P q ) = SD(x x x i , t t t, P P P q ) χ 4.1. The Wine Data. We begin with the low-dimensional (in the PCA context) Wine data set of Cortez et al. (2009) . This data set contains the results of a chemical and sensory analysis of red and white variants of the Portuguese "Vinho Verde" wine. The first eleven variables in this data set are measurements of chemical features of the wines: fixed acidity, volatile acidity, citric acid, residual sugar, chlorides, free sulfur dioxide, total sulfur dioxide, density, pH, sulphates and alcohol. The twelfth variable, based on sensory data, is a quality score that takes values between one and ten. The full data set contains 1359 unique red wine and 3961 unique white wine samples. In this experiment, we will combine all 1359 red wine samples with the first 1000 white wine samples, giving us a data set where p = 12 and n = 2359. We expect that some white wine varieties will be similar to red wines according to these metrics and, accordingly, that there will be outliers amongst both wines. However, because we also in general expect a systematic difference between these two types of wines, we anticipate that most of the observations flagged as outliers will actually correspond to white wines since they constitute the true minority group in this dataset. For all algorithms, increasing the value of q should lead to a better (more exhaustive) identification of the outliers so we set q to 11 (the maximum possible value of q in this case). In Figure 6 , we show the diagnostic plots of the (scaled) outlyingness measures for each of the algorithms.
To make the distinction between the two components of our data set more clear, we depict the red wines as (dark) blue circles and the observation corresponding to the white wines as (light) orange triangles.
We begin by looking at the diagnostic plot derived from PcaL. In all, PcaL flags only 107
observations (or about 5% of the sample) as outliers. Of these, only a small minority (16) correspond to white wines (the true discordant group in this data set). Furthermore, none of these alleged outliers is very far from the fitted model. For example, the most outlying data point corresponding to a white wine is located at a scaled O.D. distance of 1.5 w.r.t.
the PcaL fit. In contrast to the outlier map corresponding to PcaL solution, the fit found by PcaPP primarily models the red wines (the true majority group) in the data set. PcaL. We do not include class labels in our data matrix so that, in effect, the observations with label "0" are cast as the outliers and the task of the algorithms will be to expose them.
In order to give a qualitative impression of the differences between the two groups, we plot the Fourier coefficients corresponding to the main (outlier) subgroup of our data set in the bottom (top) panels of Figure 7 as dark blue (light orange) curves. In general, the curves corresponding to the members of the two groups are visually similar. In particular, the vertical ranges of both largely overlap, and both set of curves exhibit a similar pattern of variance clustering where the central 40 Fourier coefficients have systematically less dispersion than higher or lower ones. In order to test the various algorithms, we set q = 15 and ran them on this data set. the actual majority group as poorly fitted data points with large corresponding (adjusted) score distances. As in the Wine data set example, this indicates that the subspace found by ROBPCA has been unduly attracted towards the outliers (the curves with labels "0").
In all three cases, the outliers have pulled the fitted hyperplane so much in their direction that their orthogonal distances to it no longer reveal them. This situation is well known in the field of robust statistics, where it is referred to as the "masking effect" (Rousseeuw and van Zomeren, 1990) . When severe, the masking effect will cause the fitted parameters to diverge so much from the true ones that the corresponding hyperplane becomes incapable of describing the members of the actual majority group. Consequently, the fit returned by none of these algorithm can be expected to adequately describe the pattern of the bulk of the data and that the diagnostic plots obtained from these fits cannot be used to reliably separate the data set into the heterogeneous subgroups constituting it.
Contrast this with the scaled outlier map derived from the FastHCS fit (lower left corner of Figure 8 ). Here, the plot evinces a far richer structure in the data. Contrary to the other methods, the FastHCS fit cleanly discriminates between two heterogeneous groups, and consequently, the observations corresponding to zeros stand out through their large orthogonal distance from it. For example, all the 190 observations not flagged as outliers by FastHCS now only include members of the true majority group (e.g. those curve with label "1"). Furthermore, the outlier map associated with the FastHCS fit correctly flags all the true outliers as observations clearly deviating from the multivariate pattern of the bulk of the data.
4.3. DNA Alteration Dataset. In our final case study, we examine a high-dimensional data set, e.g. one for which p > n , the DNA Alteration Dataset (Christensen et al., 2009 ). This data set consists of cytosine methylation β values collected at 1413 autosomal CpG loci (the variables) in a sample of 217 non-pathological human tissue specimens (the observations) taken from 10 different anatosites. In (Christensen et al., 2009) , the authors show that the tissue samples in this data set form three well separated subgroups. The first of these constitutes all 113 observations corresponding to cytosine methylation β values measured on "non-blood, non placenta" (henceforth, simply "non blood") tissues. A second subgroup of data points comprises the 85 cytosine methylation β measurements taken on blood tissues.
In this application, we will combine the 113 vectors of cytosine methylation β values corresponding to the samples "non-blood" tissue with 85 measurements taken blood tissues (so that n = 198 and p = 1413). As before, we do not include the vector of class label (indicating, for each observation, to which of the two types of tissue it belongs) in our data matrix so that, in effect, we cast the observations with label "blood" as the outliers and the task of all four algorithms is, again, to reveal them. Because the original data are measurements taken on the same scale, we can plot the 1413 β values corresponding to each observation as line plots: in the top and bottom panel of Figure 9 we do this separately for the members of the outliers (corresponding to the blood tissues, shown in light orange) and majority group (corresponding to the non-blood tissues and shown in dark blue) in our data.
Visually, the curves of these two groups appear difficult to distinguish from one another. In particular, the vertical range of both overlap and neither set of curves exhibit any discernible pattern of heteroskedasticity. As before, we set q = 15 and ran the four algorithms on this data set. Figure 10 depicts the resulting four (scaled) PCA outlier maps, in which we assign each observation a color (dark blue or light orange) and a plot symbol (round or triangle) depending on whether the corresponding curve describes a member of class "non-blood" (the majority group) or "blood" (the outlier group), respectively.
We begin by describing the outlier map associated with the PcaL fit. Here the algorithm flags only 21 observations (or ≈ 11% of the sample) as outliers. Of these, 6 actually belong to the actual outlying group (those observations corresponding to blood tissues). Considering now those observations not flagged as outliers by PcaL, we see that they are nearly evenly split between the two sub-components of our data set. For example, over 45% of these data points turn out to belong to the measurements taken from "blood" tissues. This indicates that the PCA model fitted by PcaL is fitted to data points belonging to the two disjoint clusters and consequently that the diagnostic plot derived from it does not reveal the true outliers. Similarly, the outlier map corresponding to the PcaPP fit finds only 13 outliers (or ≈ 7% of the sample). Members of the two subgroups are also nearly evenly represented among those observations with distances to the fitted PcaPP hyperplane less than the O.D.
threshold. Turning to ROBPCA, as with the Multiple Feature data set, there is evidence that the fit it returns has been pulled towards the outliers. Here too, the set of observations classified as good by ROBPCA is nearly evenly composed of representatives of both types of tissues. Furthermore, a large group of 82 data points (over 40% of the original sample) corresponding to the true majority group (in this case the samples of type "non blood") are flagged as good leverage points. For all these algorithms, the lack of correspondence between the patterns revealed by the outlyingness maps and the actual (known but hidden) grouping of the observations suggests that the procedures try to accommodate observations belonging to the two distinct types of tissues as if these were draws from a single, common, distribution. Consequently, the parameters estimated by either PcaPP, PcaL or ROBPCA do not to faithfully describe (and therefore cannot be used to reliably discriminate between) the multivariate patterns of the subgroups. Compare this to the outlier map corresponding to the solution found by FastHCS.
Here again, the outlier map derived from the FastHCS fit clearly exposes the true outliers as observations that are inconsistent with the multivariate pattern of the bulk of the data. To illustrate, the actual outliers (the samples from "blood" tissues) are all flagged as outliers by FastHCS. Similarly, the 108 observations not flagged as outliers by FastHCS all belong to the actual majority group. As before, the clear separation of the members of the actual minority subgroup away from it indicates that the fit found by FastHCS is not trying to accommodate the outliers and remains, therefore, close to the one we would have found without them.
5.
Outlook. In this article we introduced HCS, a new outlyingness index for highdimensional data, and FastHCS, a fast and rotation equivariant algorithm for computing it.
Like many other outlier detection algorithms, the performance of FastHCS hinges crucially on correctly identifying an h-subset of uncontaminated observations. Our main contribution is to characterize this h-subset using a new measure of homogeneity of a high dimensional cloud of points based on many random projections of the data on lower-dimensional subspaces. This new characterization differs from those used by competing outlier detection procedures in that it was designed to be insensitive to the configuration of the outliers.
Through simulations, we focused on configurations of outliers that are worst-case for rotation equivariant algorithms, and found that FastHCS behaves notably better than the other procedures we considered, often revealing outliers that would not have been identified by alternative approaches. In most applications, admittedly, contamination patterns will not always be as difficult as those we featured in our simulations and in many cases the different methods will, hopefully, concur. Nevertheless, using three real data examples we were able to establish that it is possible for real world situations to be sufficiently challenging as to push current state of the art outlier detection procedures to their limits and beyond, justifying the development of better solutions. In any case, given that in practice we do not know the configuration of the outliers, as data analysts, we prefer to carry our inferences while planing for the worst contingencies.
